Integration of surface-active, periodically sequenced peptides into lipid-based microbubbles.
The development of microbubbles toward functional, "theranostic" particles requires the incorporation of constituents with high binding specificity and therapeutic efficacy. Integrating peptides or proteins into the shell of lipid-based microbubbles can provide a means to access both receptor-ligand interactions and therapeutic properties. Simultaneously, peptides or proteins can define the characteristic monolayer mechanics of lipid bubbles and eliminate the need for post-bubble generation modification. The ability to engineer peptide sequences de novo that effectively partition into the bubble monolayer remains parametrically daunting. This work contributes to this effort using two simple amphipathic helical peptides that examine the role of local electrostatics and secondary structure. The two periodically sequenced peptides both have three positive charges, but peptide "K-2.5" spaces those charges 2.5 amino acids apart, while peptide "K-6.0" spaces the charges six amino acids apart. Size populations were determined for bubbles containing each peptide species using light scattering, and a quantitative method was developed to clearly define the fraction of peptides binding onto the microbubble monolayer. The impact of both the initial peptide concentration and the zwitterionic:anionic lipid ratio on peptide binding was also evaluated. Our results indicate that the lipid ratio affected only K-6.0 binding, which appears to be an outcome of the greater ensemble average α-helical population of the K-6.0. These findings provide further insights into the role of charge separation on peptide secondary structure, establishing a simple design metric for peptide binding onto microbubble systems.